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Abstract—The number of available items in online shops are increasing by the spread of the Internet recently. Though users have a wide range of choices, they need to find their favorite items from a huge amount of information. Thus, a variety of recommendation systems are currently in use. “Accuracy” is the most important index in these recommendation systems. However, not only “Accuracy” but also “Serendipity” is said to be needed in terms of user satisfaction recent years. In this paper, we introduce a recommendation method of collaborative filtering based on association analysis which is one of the data mining techniques. We aim to improve Serendipity keeping Accuracy high by using the evaluation information that are rated differently from a target user. In addition, we show that Accuracy and Serendipity can be adaptable by a parameter in the proposed method. This paper compares the proposed method with a conventional method in terms of the performance of Accuracy and Serendipity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the number of e-commerce is increasing by the spread of the Internet, and the number of available items in online shops is also increasing. At the same time, it becomes difficult for users to find their favorite items from a huge amount of information. Thus, recommendation systems are needed[1], and a variety of recommendation systems are currently in use. Amazon.com[4] is one of the most popular recommendation systems in the practical use. In this web cite, recommendation list of items which are related to each target user is shown.

Association analysis[5] is one of the data mining techniques which aim to extract valuable information from mass data. Some recommendation methods adapting the association analysis to user’s rating histories have been reported[6][7].

“Accuracy” is an important index in recommendation systems, which is the ratio of the number of user’s favorite items over that of recommended items. However, in terms of user satisfaction, it is said that to evaluate and improve “Serendipity” is also needed in addition to “Accuracy”[1][2][3][7][8][9].

Recommendation system is categorized into 2 types. One is based on collaborative filtering, which is a method to find users/items having similar tastes to a target user’s taste. In this method, users’ ratings history is used as the recommendation information. The other is based on content-based filtering, which is a method to find items having similar features of items which a target user likes. In this method, items’ features are used as the information. The collaborative filtering has the advantage of “Serendipity” because the items recommended by the content-based filtering become similar and it does not have to use much information but only use a rating history[2][9]. Thus we focus on the collaborative filtering.

In the conventional collaborative filtering based on the association analysis, the score for the recommendation items is calculated by the evaluation information that are rated same with a target user. In this paper, we aim to improve Serendipity keeping Accuracy high by using the evaluation information that are rated differently from a target user. In addition, we show that Accuracy and Serendipity can be adaptable by a parameter in the proposed method. This paper compares the proposed method with a conventional method in terms of the performance of Accuracy and Serendipity.

II. RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

A. Association analysis

Association analysis is a method to find valuable combinations (association rules) from mass data. For example, when we find combinations of goods which are purchased continually, this knowledge could be useful for the display of them.

Association rules are expressed in the form of “A ⇒ B,” in which A is the condition and B is the conclusion. This rule means that B will happen when A does. confidence is the typical evaluation index of association rules and calculated by the following equation (1).

\[ \text{confidence}_{(A \Rightarrow B)} = \frac{N(A \land B)}{N(A)} \] (1)

N(A) represents the number of data which meet the condition A, and N(A \land B) represents the number of data which meet the condition A and the conclusion B at the same time.

B. Item-based collaborative filtering

Memory based method in the collaborative filtering (CF) is categorized into item-base and user-base. In the item-based CF, a target user’s rating history serves as the association rules’ conditions, and “a candidate item = Like” is the conclusion. For example, when the target user evaluated an item A as “Like” and did not evaluate an item B, the value of \( \text{confidence}_{(A = \text{Like} \Rightarrow B = \text{Like})} \) is added to the score of a candidate item B. When the target
user evaluated the item \( A \) as “Don’t Like,” the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=\text{Don’t Like}\Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is added. After all rating histories are used and the scores for all non-evaluated items are calculated, an item with the highest score is recommended to the target user.

C. User-based collaborative filtering

A target user’s rating (Like/Don’t Like) serves as the association rules’ conditions, and “the target user = Like” is the conclusion. For example, when user \( I \) evaluated an item \( A \) as “Like” and the target user did not evaluate the item \( A \), the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(\text{user}I=\text{Like}\Rightarrow \text{target user}=\text{Like})} \] is calculated and added to the score of item \( A \). If the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(\text{user}I=\text{Like}\Rightarrow \text{target user}=\text{Like})} \] is high, the target user is likely to evaluate the item \( A \) as “Like.” After calculating the scores for all non-evaluated items of the target user based on all users’ rating histories, an item with the highest score is recommended to the target user.

III. RELATED WORK

One of the item-based CF is Weighted Sum[10]. This method calculates 
\[ P(u) = \frac{\sum_{j \in I} (s_{i,j} \cdot R_{u,j})}{\sum_{j \in I} |s_{i,j}|} \] (2)

Where, \( R_{u,j} \) is the rating value of user \( u \) on item \( j \), \( s_{i,j} \) is the adjusted cosine similarity between item \( i \) and \( j \), and \( I \) is the set of similar items to item \( i \).

Adjusted cosine similarity is calculated by the following equation (3), \( U \) is the set of users who rated both item \( i \) and item \( j \), \( \bar{R}_u \) is the average of the \( u \)-th user’s rating.

\[ s_{i,j} = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)(R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_u)^2}} \] (3)

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

In the subsection II-B, a target user’s rating history only serves as the association rules’ conditions. In the proposed method, regarding to the item-base CF, not only a target user’s rating history but also the contrary rating history serves as the association rules’ conditions, and “a candidate item = Like” is the conclusion for both conditions.

We define \( R_t \) as a target user’s rating and \( \neg R_t \) as the contrary rating. \( R_t \) and \( \neg R_t \) are “Like” or “Don’t Like.” If the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is high, the target user who evaluated the item \( A \) as \( R_t \) is likely to evaluate the item \( B \) of the association rule’s conclusion as “Like.” So high “Accuracy” is expected when the item with high value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is recommended.

Next, we defined \( d \) in eq. (4) which is the subtraction between 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] and 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=\neg R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is high, the users who evaluated the item \( A \) as \( R_t \) have a different taste from those as \( \neg R_t \) in terms of “item \( B = \text{Like} \).” It means that the target user’s rating history “\( A = R_t \)” has more information than the information of the items with low \( |d| \).

For example, suppose that item \( B_1 \) and item \( B_2 \) are candidate items, and both the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B_1=\text{Like})} \] and 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B_2=\text{Like})} \] are 0.8. The item-based CF in the subsection II-B gives the same score to the item \( B_1 \) and the item \( B_2 \). However, when the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=\neg R_t \Rightarrow B_1=\text{Like})} \] is 0.2 and that of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=\neg R_t \Rightarrow B_2=\text{Like})} \] is 0.6, the meaning of “item \( A = R_t \)” between the item \( B_1 \) and the item \( B_2 \) is much different. It shows that the target user is likely to evaluate the item \( B_1 \) as “Like” with high probability different from those who evaluated the item \( A \) as \( \neg R_t \), and the target user is also likely to evaluate the item \( B_2 \) as “Like” but less surprise because it is not specified to the target user. So \( |d| \) intends the difference of the taste between a target user and others.

As described above, the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is expected to lead high “Accuracy,” and the value of \( |d| \) is expected to lead high “Serendipity” because the recommendation of the item with high \( \text{confidence} \) but low \( |d| \) means non-personalized recommendation[15][16]. Thus, the score for recommendation in the proposed method is calculated by the following equation (5).

\[ s_B = \begin{cases} 
\text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \cdot d & \text{if } d \geq 0 \\
\text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Don’t Like})} \cdot d & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \] (5)

If \( d \) is only used for the recommendation score, the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is not considered. So \( d \) multiplied by 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] is applied to \( s_B \). When \( d \geq 0 \), the higher both \( d \) and 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] are, the greater chance to be recommended the item \( B \) has. When \( d < 0 \), 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Don’t Like})} \] is used instead of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Like})} \] then the recommendation score for the item \( B \) will be reduced as much as the value of 
\[ \text{confidence}_{(A=R_t \Rightarrow B=\text{Don’t Like})} \] + \( \alpha \) is the parameter for the weight of \( \text{confidence} \). It expected the balance between Accuracy and Serendipity can be adaptable by tuning the parameter \( \alpha \), large \( \alpha \) leads high Accuracy and small \( \alpha \) leads high Serendipity.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample data

In this experiment, MovieLens[11] published by GroupLens[12] was employed. The dataset was linked to Internet Movie Database (IMDb)[13] and Rottan Tomatoes movie review system[14]. The range of rating
scores was between 0.5 to 5.0 with the step size 0.5. The range from 0.5 to 3.5 was regarded as “Don’t Like,” and that from 4 to 5 was regarded as “Like.”

The number of users who rated items as “Like” at least 51 times and as “Don’t Like” at least 50 times was 1118. The number of items which were evaluated by at least 300 users was 611. These users and items were employed for the experiment of recommendation.

B. Methods

Evaluation indexes were calculated by the use of 10-fold cross-validation, one tenth of the dataset was test users and others were training users. And a set of 10-fold cross-validation was conducted 10 times.

In this experiment, test users were treated as target users. An item which a target user rated as “Like” was randomly chosen and used for the first rating history. The other items were treated as non-evaluated items. The number of recommendation was 50 for each target user.

C. Evaluation index

Three evaluation indexes employed in this experiment are shown below. The total number of recommendation was $N$.

The set \( \{i_1, i_2, ..., i_N\} \) was the recommended items. The rating history of \( i_k \) was defined as $R(i_k) = 1/-1$ (Like/Don’t Like).

\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} t_k
\]

(6)

a) Accuracy

“Accuracy” means like ratio of the number of target user’s favorite ($R(i_k) = 1$) items over that of recommended items ($N$).

\[
t_k = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } R(i_k) = 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(7)

b) Novelty [15][16]

In eq. (8), $I_{NP}$ is the set of recommended items provided by Non-Personalized method[15][16]. “Novelty” is the ratio of the number of items which were rated as “Like” and did not appear in the Non-Personalized recommendation set over that of recommended items.

\[
t_k = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } R(i_k) = 1 \text{ and } i_k \notin I_{NP} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(8)

c) Personalizability [7]

In eq. (9), $P(R(i_k) = 1)$ is the like ratio of item $i_k$ in training users. “Personalizability” is the information quantity based on the lowness of the like ratio. Personalizability becomes higher when recommended items were rated as “Like” and its like ratio is lower.

\[
t_k = \begin{cases} 
\log_2 \frac{1}{P(R(i_k) = 1)} & \text{if } R(i_k) = 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(9)

b) Novelty and c) Personalizability have been proposed as one of the factors of “Serendipity.”

D. Experiment1

Figure 1 shows the comparison between item-based CF in the subsection II-B and the user-based CF in the subsection II-C using association rules. Though Accuracy of the item-based CF was higher than that of the user-based CF, Novelty and Personalizability, which are the evaluation indexes for “Serendipity,” were lower. In the item-based CF, a target user’s rating history served as the association rules’ conditions directly. So Accuracy was high but Novelty and Personalizability tended to be lower.

E. Experiment2

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the proposed method with the item-based CF using association rules. When $\alpha$ in eq. (5) increases, Accuracy reaches approximately same level with the item-based CF. In high $\alpha$, around $\alpha = 1$, by using the rating history of the users who rated different from a target user, Novelty and Personalizability of the proposed method were higher than those of the item-based CF while it kept high Accuracy.

F. Experiment3

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the proposed method with the user-based CF using association rules. In the subsection V-D, Novelty and Personalizability of the item-based CF were lower than those of the user-based CF. However, the proposed method was superior to the user-base CF in
Accuracy, while it kept approximately same level in Novelty and Personalizability around $\alpha = 1$. It is shown that the proposed method achieved high Accuracy same with the item-based CF and high Novelty and Serendipity same with the user-based CF.

G. Experiment 4

In this subsection, we compared the proposed method with the conventional method, Weighted Sum shown in the section III. When user $u$ rated item $j$ as “Like,” $R_{u,j}$ becomes 1, and $R_{u,j}$ becomes -1 in “Don’t Like” in the conventional method.

Figure 4 and 5 show the comparison of the proposed method with the conventional method ($|I|=300, 610$).

When the number of $|I|$ was 300, Novelty and Personalizability were the highest in the conventional method. In the case that $\alpha$ was lower than 0.3, Novelty and Personalizability of the proposed method were higher than those of the conventional method while it kept that Accuracy was higher.

When the number of $|I|$ was 610, Accuracy was the highest in the conventional method. In the case $\alpha$ was higher than 0.2, Accuracy was higher than the conventional method. In addition, not only Accuracy but also Novelty and Personalizability were higher from 0.2 to 0.4 in $\alpha$.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the recommendation method using association rules which improved “Serendipity” keeping “Accuracy” high by using the evaluation information that were rated differently from a target user. We also showed that “Accuracy” and “Novelty,” “Personalizability” could be adaptable by tuning the parameter $\alpha$ in the proposed method. In the particular values of the parameter, the proposed method was superior to the conventional method in “Accuracy,” “Novelty” and “Personalizability.”
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